DOES A RICH MAN EVER DIE?
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Nelson Rockefeller is dead—or isn't he?
Howard Hughes is dead—or isn't he?
J. Paul Getty is dead—or isn't he?
Aristotle Onassis is dead—or isn't he?
Jomo Kenyatta is dead—or isn't he?

Standard Oil still pumps: The heart of Rockefeller is still strong!

Chase Manhattan Bank still finances and invests: Profits still accumulate.

The Rockefeller Foundation still creates tax shelters: The mind of Rockefeller is still sharp.

Hughes Airwest still flies to Las Vegas: The arms of Hughes are still strong.

The Summa Corporation still pays dividends: Profits still gather and Hughes senses are still keen.

Getty Oil still pumps: The heart of Getty is still sound.

The Getty Museum treasures still awesome: The Ego of Getty works!

Aristotle Onassis' ships still float with tons of cargo, profits: The back of Onassis is still strong!

The Onassis monopolies still strangle Greece: The hands of Onassis are firm!

The Kenyatta estates are still producing—profits: The mind of Kenyatta is still keen!

The Kenyatta regime still rules: The Aim of Kenyatta is still Straight!

We work for these people in the flesh—our fathers—our fathers' father

Will our children—our children's children and their children work for the rich ghosts???